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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are designing a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
application that uses .NET Framework 4.
The application uses a subset of the functionality provided by
a third-party COM component that will be replaced later.
The application developers must have access to only the
required subset of functionality.
You need to recommend a solution that meets the requirements.
Which two actions should you recommend? (Each correct answer
presents part of the solution. Choose two.)
A. In the adapter assembly, use a standard interop reference.
B. In the adapter assembly, use an embedded interop reference.
C. Create an adapter assembly that exposes the required subset
of the COM component functionality.
D. Create an adapter assembly that exposes the entire
functionality of the COM component.
Answer: A,C
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which methods would diagnose why page views are not being
counted in BrowserMetrix? (Select 3)
A. View the transaction details from Transaction Trace
Warehouse (assuming the back-end is also instrumented with
AppInternals Xpert) to check the HTTP headers for presence of a
BrowserMetrix cookie.
B. View the page source of a page that should be tracked in the
browser to ensure it has the initial JavaScript snippet loaded.
C. Analyze network packets from the browser workstation with
AppTransaction Xpert to verify it makes a request to the
BrowserMetrix Collector.
D. Look at the waterfall view for individual page views in
AppResponse Xpert and verify it has the beacon.gif request to
the BrowserMetrix Collector.
E. Look at AppResponse Xpert data for requests to the
BrowserMetrix Collector process to validate they occur.
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements about motor vehicle
production from 1950 to 1990 is most accurate?
A. Japan production increased steadily while U.S. production
declined.
B. Production outside the countries of U.S. and Japan
increased, then leveled off, then increased again.
C. World production increased steadily while U.S. production
declined.
D. As a percentage of world production, U.S. production neither
increased nor decreased.

E. As a percentage of world production, Japan production
neither increased nor decreased.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Between 1970 and 1980, the increase in worldwide production
(which includes Japan and the United States) was about the same
as the net (combined) increase in Japan and U.S. production
during the same decade, indicating no significant change in
worldwide production, excluding the U.S. and Japan. However,
during the previous two decades (1950-1970) and during the
1980s, worldwide increases exceeded net (combined) increases in
the U.S. and Japan.
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